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Compiling Your Project



eBook
•••

To compile your project, click on the Compile icon at the top of the screen. The icon looks like

this:

When you click on the Compile icon, the Compile screen (shown below) will come up and you will

have options on how you want Scrivener to compile your project. Scrivener allows you to manually input

your compile settings or select from a preset list of compile settings. For the purpose of this manual, I

am going to show you how to use the preset compile settings and make them work for you. 

Once you are on the Compile screen, select E-book from the Format As drop down menu.

Selecting this predefined format will automatically set the formatting to compile an eBook. Next, you

will select the type of eBook format you would like your project to be saved as from the Compile For drop

down menu. As you can see in the screen shot below, I’ve selected ePub eBook (.epub). I find that this

format is the most convenient as you have to have the KindleGen program installed on your computer to

save the project in Amazon Kindle format (.mobi). It is much easier for me to save the project as an ePub

and then convert from there, although it is personal preference. 



The next step is to select which parts of your project you want to include in your compiled final

product. As you can see on the screen shot below, I chose to include all parts of The Last Navigator when

compiling. This was most certainly a “trial and error” process where I simply had to figure out what

worked and what didn’t work with the levels and the folders and chapter titles, etc. What you select to

include in the compilation will show up, so choose wisely. 



The option to put a page break before the sections of a project is important in Scrivener as it helps

to separate each chapter or part of an eBook. If you don’t put any page breaks, the sections automatically

run together continuously. In the screen shot below, you can see that I chose my page breaks carefully,

making sure to put them after each major part/section of The Last Navigator so that it would flow

properly when compiled. The first part (Title) does not need a page break before so I left that unchecked.

After the front matter (Copyright and Dedication) I put page breaks only before each chapter (the folders

labeled Chapter One, Chapter Two, etc.). 

Compiling sections “As-Is” is also a very important feature in Scrivener. By selecting “As-Is” for a

section, you are telling Scrivener to ignore any formatting done on the Compile screen and compile the

section exactly as it is. As shown in the screen shot below, I selected “As-Is” for the front matter and the

chapter text documents only. For the folders and the chapter subheadings, I wanted Scrivener to use the

compile formatting instead. 



The next thing listed under “Contents” is “Separators”. This is the place where you are able to

select the way you want each piece of your project to be separated. Scrivener gives you the option to

choose one of four separator rules for the different levels of your project. The four separator rules are 1.)

Single Return, 2.) Empty Line, 3.) Page Break, and 4.) Custom. A Single Return is simply a paragraph

space and is the smallest separator available in Scrivener. An Empty Line is two paragraph spaces. A

Page Break will make the next section start on a new page. The Custom option is any separator you

choose (as you can see in the image below, I chose three large black dots for my custom separator). You

can find more information about the Separators Pane in the Scrivener Manual that is provided with the

software. 

Next, you have the option to add a cover image to your eBook. Most eBook publishing platforms

like Amazon Kindle and Apple iBookstore have a separate upload for your cover image so this feature is



like Amazon Kindle and Apple iBookstore have a separate upload for your cover image so this feature is

obsolete if you are compiling to self-publish on a major platform. If you are just doing this for pleasure

or need to add a cover image for some reason or other, make sure your image is in the Research folder.

Simply click on the Cover Image drop down menu at the top of the screen to select the cover image from

the list of images in your Research folder. Your image should display in the preview pane. If the image is

distorted, don’t worry. It will all work out when your file is compiled. 

The Formatting pane is next in the list and it is one of the most important features of the Compile

screen. You will be able to manipulate the formatting style of the different levels in your project on this

screen. The best thing to do to find out what works best for you is to play around with the features. You

can change things like font, spacing, automatic chapter numbering, titles, etc. See the screen shots below

to see how I used the formatting features. 



The automatic formatting options for the E-book preset are what is shown above. Keep in mind

that you formatted your levels in the binder to make it easier for you to compile. I made my folders my

chapters so I want them to be formatted with automatic chapter numbering but I don’t want the title to

show up. The title is what you named your folder in the binder so if you don’t want that title to show up,

un-check the Title box. Whatever you have checked on each level on this screen will show up in the final

compiled product so make sure you check only what you want to show up. 

To change the way your folders (or chapters) are formatted, select the folder level on the main

screen and then click the Modify button that is just above the preview pane. 

If you want to change the chapter numbering or appearance, click on the Section Layout button in

the top left corner of the Modify screen. 



I wanted my chapter numbers and my chapter titles to be closer together (i.e., I wanted to delete

the paragraph space that separated them) so I clicked in the Prefix pane and hit backspace. This deleted

that paragraph space so that my chapter numbers would be directly above my chapter titles. 

If you want to change the font of your chapter numbers, click on the italicized “A” icon under the

Section Layout button on the main Modify screen. 



For Level 1+ (or the double pages icon in the binder), I chose to make this my chapter subtitles. I

wanted only the title to show up and not the chapter numbers and the title so I had to go in and change

that from the Modify screen. 

I went to the Section Layout screen and deleted the automatic chapter numbering and the

paragraph space from the Prefix pane. 



 

For the last level which is the text level, I didn’t make any formatting changes because I had

selected “As-Is” in the Contents pane which tells Scrivener to compile those selections with the

formatting I set in the text editor. If you want to change the formatting for your text levels, simply follow

the steps above to modify the font, paragraph spacing, alignment, etc. 

The last thing that needs to be set is your Meta-Data. You will need to enter a title, an author

name, and a date in order to proceed with compiling your project. I entered my meta-data as shown in

the screen shot below. 



When you have completed all of the above steps, you can click the “Compile” button or you can

choose to click the “Save & Close” button which will save your compile settings until you are ready to

compile your project. You can see my final product below. 



Portable Document Format (PDF)
•••

Compiling into a Portable Document Format (PDF) with Scrivener is slightly different than

compiling into an eBook. You may need to compile a manuscript into a PDF for review by an editor, for

example, or to send an academic article you’ve written to a journal for publishing. It is a handy feature of

Scrivener to be able to compile into so many different formats to fit just about any need. 

To compile into a PDF, click on the Compile icon at the top of the screen. This will open the

Compile screen. 

 

Next,  choose a saved or preset compile format found in the Compile Format drop down menu. I

suggest starting with the preset “Novel Standard Manuscript Format” and then tweaking it from there.

You can play around with the preset compile formats to find the one that works best for your project. If

you choose the “Novel Standard Manuscript Format”, it seems to work best with print projects. I started

with this preset compile format and changed what I needed to change, then I saved it as my own custom

format. Don’t forget to select PDF from the Compile For drop down menu before proceeding any further.

After you have selected the compile format of your choosing and selected Compile For PDF, you

will need to select the contents you want included in your compiled project. Just as I showed you in the

section on compiling in eBook format, you can select which documents you want included, whether or

not you want a page break before each document, and whether or not you want the document to be

compiled “As-Is”. 



Next up is the Separators pane. This will allow you to choose how you want each part of your

project separated. There are four different types of separations between the different levels of your

project. The four types are: 1.) Text Separator, 2.) Folder Separator, 3.) Folder and Text Separator, and

4.) Text and Folder Separator. The Text Separator is a separator inserted between two adjacent text

documents (that’s the page icon in the binder). The Folder Separator is a separator inserted between two

adjacent folders. The Folder and Text Separator is a separator inserted before any text document that

directly follows a folder. The Text and Folder Separator, if you haven’t guessed already, is a separator

inserted before a folder that directly follows a text document. 

You can choose from four different separation “rules” (as Scrivener calls them) using the drop

down menus under each separation type. This may be slightly different from how you did it for an eBook

format but the concept is the same. Keep in mind that this is a print format and will have a different

layout than an eBook. The separation rules that I chose to use for The Last Navigator are shown in the

screen shot below. 

The Formatting pane is next on the list and it is the same as with compiling in eBook format.

Since this is for a print version of your project, you may want to tweak the level formats a bit or you can

leave them the same. If you started with the “Novel Standard Manuscript Format” preset then you may

wish to change the level formats to better fit your project. To change the level formats, click on the level

type in on the compile screen. The format of that level will show in the preview pane below. If you wish

to change it, click on the Modify button. On the Modify screen you can change the Section Layout, the

font type, font size, font color, alignment, and paragraph spacing for each level. If you want it to show

only the chapter numbers for Level 1+, un-check the Title box next to the level type. Check the preview

pane to make sure only what you want to show in your compiled document is showing. Follow these

same steps for each level you want to format. 



   

For PDF format, you won’t have Meta-Data like you have with an eBook format. Since this is a

print format, you will need to change the page settings. Go to the Page Settings pane to change the

format of the margins, headers, footers, and page size and orientation. 



If you selected the “Novel Standard Manuscript Format” preset, the Page Settings will look like

the screen shot above. You may wish to change some things and keep others the same. It is entirely up to

you how you set up your page. The one inch margins are generally a good format and most of the time

you will be leaving the paper size and orientation alone. What you will probably want to change is the

Page Header/Footer. If you don’t change anything, it will say “Surname/TITLE/page number” on every

page of your compiled project. If you don’t wish to have it look like that in the headers of your project,

you will want to change it now. I chose to put my page numbers in the footer and the title of my book in

the header. You can change the alignment and the font of your headers and footers as well. If you don’t

want the automatic page numbers to show up on the title page, check the box next to “Not on page 1”. If

you don’t want a page number on the title page but you want the title page to count as page 1, check the

box next to “Count page 1”. You can see my page settings for The Last Navigator in the screen shot

below. 

Once you have selected the contents you want included in your final product, added/changed the

separators, formatted the levels, and edited the page settings, you are ready to compile your project.

Make sure all of your formatting is correct. If you are satisfied with the compile settings, click the

“Compile” button at the bottom of the screen. You also have the option of clicking “Save & Close” which

will save your compile settings and close the compile screen until you are ready to compile your final

product. 





Microsoft Word
•••

Scrivener for Windows allows you to compile your final project or a draft into Microsoft Word

(.doc) format. This is extremely useful for anyone who needs to do additional editing in Word or needs

to send a document to someone who does not have Scrivener. It comes in handy for large projects such

as dissertations or academic papers that need the organizational features of Scrivener but have to be

finalized in Microsoft Word. 

To compile into Microsoft Word format, begin by clicking on the Compile icon at the top of the

screen. 

The process to compile a project into Microsoft Word format is essentially the same as compiling

into Portable Document Format (PDF). Once you are on the Compile screen, you can select a saved

custom format or a preset compile format from the Compile Format drop down menu. Like we did in the

PDF section of this manual, you may want to start with the “Novel Standard Manuscript Format” preset

and tweak from there. I did this for compiling into a PDF and then I saved my customized compile

format so that I could use it over and over again. I also used this saved compile format to compile into a

Word document and simply saved the settings specifically for Word format. If you are starting from

scratch on compiling, see the eBook and PDF sections of this manual for more in-depth information.

Once you have chosen your compile format, make sure you select Microsoft Word (.doc) format

from the Compile For drop down menu. If you notice, it is .doc format and not .docx format. It will be

saved in the older Word format so that it is compatible with all versions of Microsoft Word. If you want

it saved in .docx format, you will have to do this from the compiled Word document and not from

Scrivener. 

Next, you will select the contents you want to be included in your compiled product. As discussed

in the eBook section of this manual, you can select which documents you want included, whether or not

you want a page break before each document, and whether or not you want to include the document

“As-Is”. If you select a document to be included “As-Is”, Scrivener will not apply any of the compile

formatting that you set from the Compile screen to those documents when it is compiled. The

documents will retain the formatting that you set in the text editor. 



The next thing you will need to do is go to the Separators pane by clicking on “Separators” in the

list on the left side of the Compile screen. The separators are spaces, breaks, or custom symbols inserted

into the document to separate text from folders, folders from text, folders from folders, and text from

text. There are four levels of separation you will have the option to customize. Each drop down list has

four “rules” of separation to choose from: Single Return, Empty Line, Page Break, and Custom. The

Single Return rule tells Scrivener to place one paragraph break between the level you choose. Single

Return is the most minimal separator and simply puts the beginning of one document on the next line

following the end of the document before. It’s just like pressing the Enter/Return key on the keyboard.

The Empty Line rule tells Scrivener to put two paragraph breaks between documents. It’s like pressing

the Enter/Return key on the keyboard twice. The Page Break rule tells Scrivener to beginning the next

document on a new page. The Custom rule tells Scrivener to use whatever you put in the text box next to

Custom. For The Last Navigator, I used three large dots as my custom rule. 



Next up is the Formatting pane where you will be able to format the appearance of your levels

(i.e., folders and text documents). I am not going to go into detail on this process because it is the same

for eBook format and PDF. If you haven’t read the eBook section or the PDF section of this manual,

please do so as you will find how to modify your level formats there. I used the same level formatting for

compiling into Word format as I used for compiling into PDF. To change the formatting for each level,

use the check boxes next to the level types and click on the Modify button to change the font, paragraph

spacing, alignment, and section layout. 

  

As we did with compiling in PDF, the page settings are the last thing that needs to be modified

before compiling your project. If you chose to use the “Novel Standard Manuscript Format” preset, you

will need to modify your page settings a bit to fit your project. What you will probably want to change is

the Page Header/Footer. If you don’t change anything, it will say “Surname/TITLE/page number” on

every page of your compiled project. If you don’t wish to have it look like that in the headers of your

project, you will want to change it now. 



I chose to put my page numbers in the footer and the title of my book in the header. You can

change the alignment and the font of your headers and footers as well. If you don’t want the automatic

page numbers to show up on the title page, check the box next to “Not on page 1”. If you don’t want a

page number on the title page but you want the title page to count as page 1, check the box next to

“Count page 1”. You can see my page settings for The Last Navigator in the screen shot below. 

When you have set your compile settings to your liking and reviewed your contents, separators,

formatting, and page settings to make sure everything looks right, you are ready to compile your project.

To finish the compile process, click the “Compile” button at the bottom of the screen. If you aren’t ready

to compile yet, click the “Save & Close” button to save your settings until you are ready to compile your

project. My final Word document looked like the picture below. 
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